
MEETING MINUTES CONSERVATION COMMITTEE August 6, 2016 
  
Meeting was called to order by Dan Failla at 1:05 p.m. 
  
Roll Call - Present: Dan Failla, Mike Jolly, Greg Lewis, Dave Lucas, Bob Schemanske, 
Ed Thomson, Bill Ruelle.  Excused: Dan Gauthier and Scott Grush. 
  
Review and approval of July 2016 Minutes: Motion by Ed, 2nd by Bob that minutes be 
approved as written.  Motion carried with no opposition. 
  
Changes to the Agenda, Additions and Subtractions: None 
  
  
Old Business 
  
Boat Launch Permit for Lost Lake: Request for Permit has been turned in.  Cost 
accompanying the request is $100.  We are awaiting the anticipated approval to be sent 
by USPS.  Dan Gauthier has description of project.  There is a $2500 carryover for 
launch improvement from 2015 budget. Approximately $2,000 more funding will be 
needed to complete this improvement and will be added to our Budget Request. 
  
  
Biologist Applicant Meeting: Scheduled for Tuesday August 9 at 1:00 p.m.  Carolyn 
Coghlin asked to see the club to learn more about the duties and challenges of the 
biologist position.  Dan Gauthier will meet Carolyn, bring her to the lodge to meet 
Sharee, introduce her to other CC members who are on site, and conduct a tour and Q 
& A session.  It has been made clear that this is NOT a formal interview but rather an 
informational meeting.  The CC was assured that any such meetings would open and 
transparent; and that the CC would be updated with the results of any such meetings. 
  
Discussion continued regarding hiring Megan LeMarble to perform specific tasks in the 
absence of the LLWC biologist.  Megan is not interested in applying for the biologist 
position but is willing to have her firm assist LLWC until one can be hired.  The three 
tasks that the CC committee has specified for Megan to complete are: 
1.  Perform a camera survey a.s.a.p.  This is our #1 priority.  Megan will provide the cost 
of such a survey in advance of its being done. 
2.  Update the LLWC Wildlife Management Plan.  This plan was created in 1997 and 
has been updated twice since as stated by Ed - the most recent believed to have been 
done in 2014.  (Although the plan is not currently on our website, it is believed that it can 
be found on Ron Lamrock's computer or that Megan has a copy). 
3.  Work the main gate for the first three days of the rifle season for deer: Nov 15 - 17 
a at minimum to gather critical biological data from the harvested deer. 
  
The informal meeting with Carolyn Coghlin and the request for services from Megan 
LeMarble was unanimously supported by those present.  
  



Dan Failla took this opportunity to make clear that LLWC CC dealings with our hired 
agencies and contractors; LLWC employees, committees, and BOD; or among 
ourselves should take place via face-to-face meetings, phone conversations, and email, 
and not via social media such as FaceBook, Twitter, and the like.  Dan Gauthier will be 
the point person for the CC when working with Megan LeMarble so her time is not 
exhausted by answering similar questions from various members.  All present made 
clear their understanding and support of this directive.  This procedure is not to diminish 
transparency but rather to designate the LLWC website, our monthly newsletter, or 
specific postal or emailings to our members as the official conduit for news and 
information. 
  
  
Pole Swamp Culvert:  Dave reported that cleaning of the beaver blockage and 
installation of the culvert extension and protective screen was completed earlier in the 
day.  The work crew was Al from maintenance, Dave, Bill Ruelle, Greg Lewis, and Mike 
Jolly.  The job would not have been possible to complete without the expert assistance 
of Al and his machine as tons of muck and debris had to be cleared from the culvert 
entrance area before installation work could begin.  The dam must be stabilized with 
gravel and stone (baseball-size aggregate).  Greg will measure the area of the site and 
give dimensions to Dan Gauthier for a work order to be submitted.  (Measurement was 
done Monday morning). 
  
H-Trail Concerns:   Denny Gauthier appropriately took this opportunity to present the 
Ad Hoc Trails Committee's concerns about the swampy area through which H-Trail runs 
north of the sub-division.  The committee concurred with Denny that the trail served a 
valuable purpose year-round especially for cross-country skiers and snowmobilers in 
the winter.  To improve the trail, a culvert must be installed and gate(s) for access 
control during high density weekends to prevent damage to the trail and the old railroad 
grade which is not substantial enough to handle heavy ATV traffic.  Ed moved and Bill 
seconded a motion stating that the CC support the needed work presented by Denny.  
Motion was unanimously approved. 
  
Denny also informed the CC that his committee would be reviewing our trail markers 
and recommending a more user-friendly trail identification system for LLWC.  The 
envisioned plan would not only more clearly mark our trails and destinations but also 
provide better location of trail users experiencing an emergency.  Denny and his 
committee was thanked for the work done on all of our trails. 
  
Goals and Objectives:  This document is in need of review and updating.  It is believed 
that we can get this document from Megan.  The previous revision was done around 
2014 and is organized similarly to the 1997 Resource Management Report. 
  
Summer Survey:  Dave reported that the survey consists of 5-6 routes and that we 
need maps for all but one of the routes.  We also need spring survey data from 2013, 
2014, and 2015.  The summer survey takes place from September 1 through 



September 20.  All present agreed to move forward to accomplish this important data 
gathering. 
  
Update of Hunter Survey Cards:  A lively discussion took place regarding the value of 
the hunter survey cards.  It was agreed that there would be value to add "Hours in the 
Woods" to the information already being surveyed and to double the size of the card so 
the map could be more easily read.  The cost of making the larger map on hard-stock 
paper was estimated to be under $50 according to Sharee.  Bob moved and Bill 
seconded that this be done.  Motion was unanimously supported by those present. 
  
  
Regular Item Reports 
  
Lakes/Dams/Fish Stocking: Ed stated that he personally checked and cleaned the 
water control gates for Lost Lake, Deer Lake, Beaver Lake, and Bear Lake.  Ed also 
stated that the control structure at the south end of Badger Lake needs cleaning.  Ed 
volunteered to provide specs and drawing information as needed.   Ed also 
recommended that we review the requirements for our Class "C" dam maintenance 
(mowing, brush clearing, seeding, etc.) and that we follow-through with work orders 
when necessary. 

Budget: Dan Failla led a Budget Request Workshop for the CC, going line be line 
through the 2016 budget request and asking for input. A lengthy discussion on field 
plantings let to further discussion on general budget info.  Von from maintenance 
clarified that he charges the Conservation Committee budget when he performs repairs 
and maintenance on equipment used for our field care.  Dan continued, line-by-line, 
until our entire budget request was updated and ready to be forwarded to the Finance 
Committee prior to deadline. 

Fields: Greg reported that a number of our fields will be fertilized with a manure slurry. 
 This procedure will markedly increase organic matter in to the soil and it will be done at 
considerable cost savings over traditional fertilizing as done in the past. There will be a 
temporary, noticeable odor when applied but that subsides rapidly.  Also a concern 
regarding weed seeds in the slurry was addressed and resolved with the information 
that dairy cattle manure slurry is much lower in weed seeds because of their diet and 
the digestive process in their 2-stomach tract. 

A question was also presented regarding weed growth in one of our fields.  Greg has 
checked this and discussed it with Don and it is believed that the spray rig did not 
properly apply the herbicide.  Mention was also made about the prosperous growth of 
sorghum in one of our upper fields and the paltry growth in our planted areas of the 
hunting preserve.  It is believed that the poor growth in the preserve areas is due to the 
exhausted nutrients in the areas that have been replanted regularly. 



There will be a replanting of many of our previously planted fields due to the drought 
conditions that LLWC is experiencing.  This will take place when weather forecasts 
predict good growth potential. 

Timber: Mike presented the bid report left by Scott Grush.  LLWC and our Forester 
(Grossman Forestry Co.) received four bids ranging from $92,500 to $159,560. 
 Fairview Woodyard (who had high bid in 2016) presented the high bid once again.  The 
high bid has been accepted.  Scott submitted information from Terry Manty of Grossman 
Forestry (dated July 25) that "contracts for the sale will be processed soon."   
  
  
Turkey Feeders:  Dave reported that workers are needed to repair the feeders 
damaged by bears.  He also requested a roll of barbed wire, fence staples, baling wire, 
and 1/2 dozen cinder blocks. 

Future Planning: Bob had nothing new to report. 

To-Do List:  Bob read the August to-do list.  It was suggested and agreed to that all 
things "raffle related" be added to the March list for 2017. 

Pheasant Shoots:  Mike and Greg continue to collect information regarding our past 
shoots to help better plan our shoots for this fall and winter.  Those surveyed include 
Rodney MacKinnon (bird supplier), Ron Lamrock, and members who have organized 
and participated in the hunts.  It is strongly and universally believed that there must be a 
point person at LLWC who will serve as liaison between all of the involved parties: the 
members and guests, our lodge and kitchen, our hunt master and other LLWC 
employees, and the bird supplier and his workers.  Sharee stated that the pheasants 
serve multiple purposes as they not only enhance our members' enjoyment of the club 
but also serve to introduce potential members who are our guests to the unique and 
high-quality hunts (and other benefits) that LLWC provides.  More work will be done in 
the next week and reported via email to the CC. 

Surveys:  Dave presented the data gathered in our grouse drumming and turkey 
gobble surveys via a visual power point presentation.  Our grouse population is up 
considerably and it is generally believed that LlWC possesses some of the best grouse 
and woodcock habitat and hunting in the Midwest.  Turkey gobble reports are down but 
turkey harvest is up over the past two years.  It is believed that our turkey numbers are 
down because deer feeding has stopped and the turkeys benefited a good deal from the 
deer feed. 
  
Dan F. gave Dave the summer deer survey information. 
  
After discussion, it was agreed that the CC should continue to perform subjective 
surveys. 
  
  



Hunters Round Up: Bill reported that the raffle license has been applied for.  Cost of 
the license is $50.  It takes 6-8 months for the monies generated by the raffle to be 
returned from the state for our use.  Dan G. submitted a copy of the license request sent 
to SCI stating that purpose of the raffle is to help pay expenses for our hunters round-up 
and pay for the big buck mount.  Any moneys left over would be returned to the Safari 
Club.  This is usually $400 - $600.  There will be two prizes: 1 Thompson Center 
Muzzleloader, Encore Model, and 1 Henry Repeating Arms Golden Boy .22 Mag rifle.  
Drawing date will be Nov. 15 at 7:00 p.m. held at the main clubhouse at LLWC.  Cost of 
the tickets will be $5 each or 5 tickets for $20.  

Articles: No report. 
  
  
Outside Resources:  Scott Grush submitted the following information:  1. The Ruffed 
Grouse Society (RGS) Terex machine is scheduled to be on property in late August to do the trail 
maintenance we discussed in the July meeting.   
2. As it turns out the Michigan DNR has changed the eligibility rules for the private landowner DEER grant and 
LLWC is eligible to apply again this year for 2017. Scott has completed about 80% of the grant application and 
hopes to have it in front the club General Manager by mid-August for his signature so we can submit the application 
by the September 1 deadline. 
  
  
Forest Health Issues:  No update.  Main concern is Oak Wilt area on west side of 
property. 
  
  
Blind Committee:  Dan F. and Bill reported that the blind committee needs GPS map to 
assist new members in identifying available locations for blind construction/installation.  
New blind builders must see Dan Failla for approval of location.   
  
Blind violation: Two archery blinds were tagged too early. These violations were 
resolved by the offending members being contacted and the blinds were required to be 
removed. 
  
  
Open Forum: 
  
Budget for 2017: Completed earlier in the meeting. 
  
Megan LeMarble Request: Discussed earlier in the meeting.  Megan will be presented 
with the three work requests from our committee which need her attention and the costs 
incurred. 
  
H Trail Improvements: Presentation, discussion, and action taken earlier in the meeting. 
  



ATV Rules and Regulations: It was unanimously agreed that a BAR be sent to the BOD 
requesting that enforcement results of violations be published for membership 
education and awareness. 
  
Voluntary Donations for Field Improvement: Approval has been received and 
procedures are in place for members to donate monies for purchase of seed, fertilizer, 
Round-Up, and the like.  This can be done through Ellsworth Farmers Exchange (our 
agronomist) at account #9791.  Phone number is: (231)676-2529.  Dan G and Scott will 
have an article prepared and submitted to inform our membership of this opportunity to 
help improve our habitat. 
  
Use of Drones for Surveys was briefly discussed.  Drone pricing has been submitted to 
Marshal Slayden.  Information included will be used to inform and educate the CC about 
the technology and abilities of drones to assist our data gathering.  Scott will distribute 
this information when it is received, per Dan.  It was agreed to continue discussion at a 
later date. 
  
Field Signage: Our field signs are in need of strengthening.  The cost of sign backing 
boards will be added to our budget request. 
  
  
Adjournment:  Dave moved and Bill seconded that we adjourn.  Unanimous support.  
Meeting adjourned at 4:05 p.m. 


